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Display your quarter collection in this educational Collector Map. Openings for all 56 National Park
quarters. The National Park Quarters Coin Act of 2008 requires quarters, beginning in 2010, to have
designs on the reverse depicting one national site in each state, the District of Columbia, and the
five territories of the United States. Fifty-six (56) different designs will complete the program from
2010 through 2021. Color. Cover image.
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This BIG quarter holder is attractive and sturdy.I'm giving this product four stars instead of five
because the first one we bought was defective -- one half of the map was covered with a page that
should flap open but was glued down. Of course, is great about returns. I sent it back and got
another.Our second one was fine. The page in question was stuck somewhat, but it easily
detached. (There must be a design flaw in this product.) With the flap back, there is a full color map
with holes for the quarters.

Although this map is not quite as nice as the one for the state quarters in the same series, it is still
very nice for the money. Saw the exact "same" product in a retail store and the one I ordered was
thicker and not as cheaply made (though could have had some old ones left and then start shipping
newer, cheaper ones - not sure). Would have gotten 5 stars if the corner were not bent; it was
shipped in a container that was a little too tight and it was too late to return it in time. Since my
nephew is only 7, he didn't care.

The slots where the quarters go into have the cardboard still in place and it's just perforated a little.
You have to try hard to get each circle out to be able to insert the quarter. You have to be careful
when you take out the circle not to rip up the hole's surrounding area.

This map looks really great, but I am not so sure that it is made of archival quality materials. Almost
all of the quarters I have placed in it so far have started toning. Even the 2013s which were just
added recently.

A great book for starting out your NP quarter collection. I bought them for my kids, but if I were
going to collect them I would buy the same one. I like the map, pictures, quality...and it is much
more fun than the boring adult ones.

It is a good book to start Park quarters collection. Very sturdy good size.Cons: - it come precut and
space for coins are still filled with cardboard - be ready to pull them out.- very thin cardboard, basic
construction, it should cost no more $3.

The quarter holder is sturdy and well-made, the quarters go into the holders easily but fit snugly so
they won't fall out. It doesn't have much information on the parks and stuff aside from the name,
year it was established, and the year the quarter will be released but I don't see this as a drawback.
I'm glad I bought this to hold the quarters I collect.

For my new collection this is great. It is helpful in letting you know when the quarters are supposed
to come out (except it doesn't state what month they should be released like the state quarters had).
I love it so much and it is very beautiful.
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